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Abstract
ERP5 is a project with the goal of developing Free ERP Software and creating
a common knowledge base on ERP technologies and methodologies. ERP5 is
currently under development for Coramy, a leading apparel company in France
with three factories at different sites. This presentation will introduce the core
ERP5 technologies and innovations. ERP5 is based on a new object model
of corporate management which is able to represent any management process
using only five fundamental classes: Nodes, Resources, Movements, Path and
Items. ERP5 implements advanced ERP features through this model, including
”multis” (such as multi-currency) as well ”metas” (ex. meta-resource). ERP5
is implemented with the Zope object database and application server. ERP5
extends Zope with a new relational Catalog engine, an active object messaging
bus and an object synchronization framework.

Introduction

The ERP5 project was born in 2001 at the initiative of
Nexedi, a Zope service provider in France, and Coramy,
a leading European apparel producer. The goal of the
ERP5 project is to design and develop a comprehensive
set of ERP software components and to provide enough
information (juridical, social, theoretical) to let every-
one understand and implement ERP in small and medium
companies. Code source is not enough in our opinion for
such a complex field as ERPs. Education material and
a clear theoretical model are also necessary. A multi-
country approach is needed to because of the different
nature of Law in each country. The ERP51 Portal is now
up and running with a growing content in the field of ERP.

In this article, we shall introduce the technical architec-
ture of the ERP5 component suite. ERP5 is a quite in-
novative software since it uses object database technol-
ogy where most ERP software use relational technology.
ERP5 also combines ERP and content management in a
single comprehensive approach. Last but not least, ERP5
is designed to be distributed across distant sites with slow
and unreliable Internet connections.

In a first section, we shall present a quick overview of ex-
isting ERP solutions in the Linux market. We shall then
explain with examples the specific features of ERP5. In
a third section, we shall show how we are using and ex-
tending Zope to be able to implement an ERP. Then, the
ERP5 theoretical model will be introduced. This theo-
retical model allows to represent all economic informa-
tion flows in a company and simulate future economic
flows based on business rules. In a fifth section, we shall
present the document model of ERP5 based on the ERP5

1http://www.erp5.org

theoretical model. The document model is what end users
experience in the everyday use of ERP5.

1 GNU/Linux for the Free Entreprise

The Linux ERP market already exists, especially in Ger-
many. For large corporations, SAP 2 provides a com-
plete range of ERP solutions for GNU/Linux. For smaller
companies, many software publishers are proposing a
Linux version of their products. A complete list of ERP
software for Linux is available on the ERP5 Portal:

http://www.erp5.org/linux.html

We have analyzed in detail two open source ERP suites
before starting the ERP project: SQL-Ledger3 and Com-
piere4.

SQL-Ledger is a simple accounting, commercial and pro-
duction suite which includes everything needed for a
small company like Nexedi. That is why we use it for
our quite simple accounting needs. SQL-Ledger has very
little documentation which makes it quite difficult for an
average user to understand the relation between its tech-
nical architecture and the general principles of account-
ing. Also, SQL-Ledger does not contain all the required
bells and whistles which commercial accounting pack-
ages propose: automatic generation of VAT forms, auto-
matic generation of income tax forms, etc. This makes
SQL-Ledger a great product for programmers who can

2http://www.sap.de
3http://www.sql-ledger.org
4http://www.compiere.org



develop such forms and a terrible product for free soft-
ware companies who will find it quite difficult to bill
1000s or EUR for a package which their custommer
are going to compare with 100 EUR packages and find
out that it does not contain the tax forms etc. Last but
not least, accountants in companies are among the most
conservative people. Although we think SQL-Ledger is
great, we found out that most accountants do think that
the accounting package they use is alway much better
than about anything else, probably because they do not
want to take the risk of switching to another accounting
package.

We came to the conclusion from our experience with
SQL-Ledger that it is a great package for programmers
running a business and who need to learn accounting. It
is also a great package to teach accounting. We also came
to the conclusion but that there is probably no commer-
cial market for such entry-level accounting besides ASP
and that accounting is so different from one country to
another that we should focus on compatibility with exist-
ing accounting packages (including SQL-Ledger) rather
than building yet another accounting package which ac-
countants will seldom accept.

We then analyzed Compiere in August 2001. Compiere is
an open source / free ERP software based on a proprietary
database: Oracle. There is a project to migrate Com-
piere to PostgreSQL. Compiere marketing gives a good
idea of its features. However, we could not find any doc-
umentation on the underlying model of Compiere. We
found this absence of documentation quite annoying be-
cause it would have required us to play with the software
for probably 6 month in order to understand whether it
is suitable or not to our customers. In practice, the ab-
sence of documentation creates a situation similar to the
situation of proprietary software: it is required to ask the
software publisher to design extensions.

We think Compiere will become a major ERP software
in the future and that it may be a perfect solution for
accounting in medium to large companies. We could
not however take the risk of investing into it because
our customers require quite uncommon ERP features
which usually tend to be incompatible with standard ERP
design. Without any documentation on the Compiere
model, there was no way for us to evaluate this risk.
Compiere was therefore not an option for us.

Out Compiere experience lead us to the conclusion that
Free ERP software requires extensive and free documen-
tation on all the aspects of ERP: technical, juridical and
theoretical. This is why ERP5 is not only a software but
also a portal and a community of people who share their
knowledge on ERP.

2 ERP5 Specific Features

ERP5 includes many common yet nice features: multi-
lingual, multi-currency, multi-company, multi-user. Such
features are now market standards for ERP. ERP5 also
includes some features which are quite specific or inno-
vative and are closely related to our customer’s needs.

2.1 Variations for mass customization

ERP5 is able to manage variations of a given resource.
For example, a swimsuit can be made in red or black, in
size 38 or size 40. A computer can be built with 128MB
or 256MB or RAM. The notion of variation allows with a
single resource descriptor and a collection of optional pa-
rameters to define millions of variations of a given prod-
uct without creating millions of records in a database and
without having to create a product number for each vari-
ation of one same product.

The notion of variation is very well known in the apparel
industry and still little used in other industries. Most ERP
software do not include variations. This is why for exam-
ple the apparel industry still uses nowadays very specific
ERP software, based on quite irrelevant technologies.

We think that the notion of variation should be included
at the heart of any modern ERP in order to be able to
create product lines which include whatever necessary to
fit the customers needs without the requirement of cre-
ating thousands of product numbers. This is sometimes
called mass customization. Mass customization can be
understood as a reasonable way of managing the varia-
tion realm of custommer needs without loosing the bene-
fits of standardization.

2.2 Meta-ERP for meta-planning

ERP5 is based on a model which allows to associate any-
thing to a category:

� category of resources (ex. service, raw material,
skill, money)

� category of organizations (ex. a group of compa-
nies, a group of people, a retailer chain)

Categories of resources and categories of organizations
can be manipulated in ERP5 just as usual resources and
usual organizations. This means that it is possible to plan
resources at the level of a group of companies as well
as at the level of a workshop. Resource planing can be
detailed (ex. we shall sell 10,000 items of model No
223311 to custommer C) or quite general (ex. we shall



sell 10,000 swimsuits to small retailers). In this exam-
ple, swimsuits is a meta-resource and small retailers is a
meta-organization (a.k.a. as meta-node in ERP5 termi-
nology).

The meta feature of ERP5 is very useful to manage a
group of companies which belong to a common holding
or to manage so-called ”factoring” partnerships, that is a
partnerships where one company asks a few other com-
panies to cooperate and build together a given product.
For example, our customers buys white fabric from one
company, asks another company to taint it and a third
company to change its surface aspect. The whole process
which involves 4 independent companies can be consid-
ered as an abstract organization which is able to provide
a certain kind of fabric.

2.3 Synchronization: next generation EDI

ERP5 has been designed to be implemented on multiple
sites with a low quality Internet connectivity. This re-
quires each site to be able to keep on running even in
case of network failures.

ERP5 implements distribution by using synchronization
and an extension of the SyncML protocol. For example
if a stock A and a stock B located on two production sites
A and B exchange some resource through a business rule
which requires B to know the stock values of A, ERP5
will create on site B a local representation of the stock
A and synchronize data between this local representa-
tion and the real values of stock A. B will then process
its business rules on the local representation of stock A
rather than on the real A itself.

Synchronization is in our opinion the next generation of
EDI (Electronic Data Interchange). Synchronization al-
lows to define a subset of data which two companies want
to share. We call this synchronizing a common business
vision. Synchronization allows to implement all standard
EDI features. Synchronization of orders is equivalent to
the EDI transmission of orders. Synchronization of mod-
els is equivalent to the EDI transmission of models.

Synchronization is theoretically equivalent to EDI. How-
ever, the synchronization approach is much easier to
implement than an EDI approach. Users of Palm Pi-
lot PDAs are perfectly aware of that fact: they syn-
chronize every day their personal information (Contacts,
Agenda, Tasks, Expenses) with a corporate server, some-
thing which nearly nobody currently does with EDI al-
though it would not be very difficult to implement in the-
ory.

3 Using and Extending the Zope Infras-
tructure

ERP5 uses Zope5 at the core of its foundations. Zope is
an Open Source / Free Python based application server
and content management system. Zope runs on all major
operating systems (Linux, FreeBSD, Un*x, MacOS X,
Windows, etc.)

Zope provides the following features:

� persistent Object Database. According the MEMS
Project6 , it is one of the most efficient system in
order to implement business software. The MEMS
projects is using the Zope Object Database after
comparing it to two other commercial systems:
Poet and Versant. The Zope database if fully trans-
actional and includes the notion of Version and
History which allows to change some data on a
production system without interfering with other
users or to view all the transactions on an object
which happened to it since its creation.

� object publishing. Objects and methods are acces-
sible through a URL. It is possible to remotely call
a method on an object by sending an HTTP request
with method parameters provided through a GET
or POST method. The same result can be obtained
with XML-RPC.

� access control lists. Zope includes a security model
which allows to associate each method of each
component class to a security group. Each user
is assigned one or more roles. Each object in the
Zope Object Database has a security access control
list which allows to define which roles can access
which security groups of methods.

Zope can be extended with software components called
Products in the Zope terminology. It is quite easy to
develop a new product (read for example this tutorial7).
The Zope community has developed more than 300 Zope
products already.

ERP5 uses, extends or provides 5 important products:

� Page Templates to implement the web user inter-
face presentation logic

� Workflows to implement rapid development of de-
cision workflows

� Formulator to implement rapid form development

� ZSQLCatalog to add SQL queries to the Zope ob-
ject database

5http://www.zope.org
6http://www.amk.ca/python/writing/mx-architecture
7http://www.nexedi.org/Members/pb/creer prod.stx/view



� XMLObjects to add SyncML synchronization and
autonomous activity to Zope objects

3.1 Page Templates

ERP5 presentation layer is implemented with the Page
Templates product created by Zope Inc. Page Templates
provide a limited set of XML tags (called TAL in the
Zope terminology) which allow to turn a static XHTML /
XML page into a dynamic page. Page Templates also
provides a macro system (METAL) so that a complex
page can be divided into a set of widgets.

The ERP5 user interface is based on the 7 year experi-
ence of Coramy with its previous ERP software. It is
optimized for productivity (all information in one page,
minimal number of clicks). ERP5 uses 4 kinds of Web
page templates

� view template. This template allows to view data
of a single object. It provides tabs to show various
views and reports on a that object.

� list template. This template provides a list view of
a selection of objects. Lists can be flat or hierar-
chical. Hierarchical lists allow to filter or to sort
objects by categories and provide a very efficient
way to quickly access an object among 100.000 (5
clicks).

� wizard template. The wizard template allows to
show a series of steps required to create and vali-
date a new object.

� module template. The module template allows to
provide a text and graphics based introduction to
an ERP5 module

An example of ERP5 page based on the view template is
provided bellow.

The first line is the navigation bar. It allows to navi-
gate from one module to another and includes a list of

favorites for each user in order to accelerate his or her
navigation to the most often used pages.

The second line contains a menu to jump from one object
to another (ex. from an organization to the list of recent
orders of that organization). Next to that menu, another
menu includes all actions which can be done on an object
(ex. add a new coordinate to an organization). The but-
tons to the right of this menu are used to navigate from
one object to another, sort data, etc.

Bellow is a breadcrumb (a path to that object), date and
ownership information of that object.

Bellow is a tab bar which allows to select one of many
views on that object. Inside the tab is the main area which
contains form fields which can be used both to view data
and to edit data.

All colors and font styles can be changed for each user
of ERP5. This is very useful for some users whose eyes
require big fonts.

This default user interface can be of course completely
adapted and modified from one custommer to another. A
more self-contained interface with small explanations for
each field could be designed by simply changing the four
basic templates described above.

3.2 Workflows

Workflows are a standard feature of Zope. We use them
extensively in ERP5 since they allow a consultant to de-
sign and implement very quickly and efficiently an orga-
nization process. ERP5 uses workflows in the following
situations:

� adding data to ERP5 (wizard workflow)

� validating an order (commercial workflow)

� planning deliveries (simulation workflow)

� handling custommer support (support worklow)

Workflows as they were implemented by Zope Inc. are
simply one of the best and most universal tools to imple-
ment corporate organization software.

3.3 ERP5 Formulator

Formulator is a soon-to-be standard component of Zope.
It allows to design forms through a Web interface by
defining field types (ex. text, integer, pop-up menu, etc.),
groups of fields and validation constraints. Once the ab-
stract specification of a form is designed, the form can



be rendered. Rendering is not achieved by Formulator
but by a Page Template which parses the Formulator in-
stance and creates on the fly the HTML form widgets and
the TAL attributes.

Formulator is a very well designed product which clearly
shows that a form is much more than a collection of wid-
gets created with an HTML editor. Validation, highlight-
ing or message display in a form requires rather complex
logics which could be long to develop without a clean
methodology. Formulator provides that methodology.

ERP5 extends Formulator by adding a Page Template ref-
erence attribute so that one does not need to create one
page template and one form each time. Moreover, ERP5
Formulator extends Formulator by adding TAL context
variables such as here, context, etc. in order to simplify
dynamic generation of form attributes. Finally, ERP5
Formulator adds new form widgets such as lists and non-
editable fields.

ERP5 Formulator and Zope Workflow, put together, pro-
vide the basic foundation to rapidly design about any
Web-based business application.

3.4 ZSQLCatalog: querying the Zope database
with SQL

Zope provides a standard way to retrieve objects: the
Zope Catalog. Object in the Zope database can have
some of their attributed stored in so-called Catalog in-
dices. By querying a Catalog with attribute values, it is
possible to get a list of objects which attributes belong to
a certain range of values.

This approach is fine for simple dynamic Web sites and
content management but fails for the kind of queries
which are needed for an ERP. In an ERP, queries like
”find all orders from this organization and which order
lines contain this resource” are needed.

In order to provide this kind service, Nexedi has de-
veloped a major contribution to Zope: ZSQLCatalog.
ZSQLCatalog adds the possibility of storing indices of
objects into standard SQL databases and to search a Zope
Catalog by providing an SQL query. The implementation
of ZSQLCatalog is straightforward: a new kind of index
is added to the list of pluggable indices: the SQLIndex.
Such an index uses a set of ZSQL Methods to map object
attributes or relations onto tables of an SQL database.

The ZSQLCatalog product also provides core services
to manage relations between objects in a Zope Ob-
ject Database. Although the Zope Object Database can
handle perfectly complex relations between objects, the
Zope application server implements a quite limited object
model which is similar to a file system and implements
simple relations through a technique called Acquisition.

With ZSQLCatalog, the following classes are defined:

� Relation. Relation instances are equivalent to RDF
tuples or external XLINKS in the XML terminol-
ogy. Relation instances can be created anywhere in
the ZODB and will we automatically mapped onto
relation tables by ZSQLCatalog.

� Reference. A Reference instance is relation which
acquires its source from its parent.

� RelationFolder. A RelationFolder follows the same
API as a regular folder but uses the ZSQLCatalog
to retrieve is contents.

For example:

organization.clients = RelationFolder(’client’)
organization.vendors = RelationFolder(’client’,backward=1)

creates a clients and the vendors attribute for the object
organization which both use the client relation to provide
access to clients and vendors of a single organization.

The clients and vendors attributes can be used just like
regular Folders:

my_clients = organization.clients.objectValues()
my_vendors = organization.vendors.objectValues(’Person’)

The clients and vendors are callable. The above expres-
sion is therefore equivalent to:

my_clients = organization.clients()
my_vendors = organization.vendors(’Person’)

Because all relations between objects are centralized in
the ZSQLCatalog, it is possible to eventually automati-
cally delete Reference or Relation instances whenever an
object which they point to has been deleted.

3.5 XMLObject

Another major contribution of Nexedi to Zope is the XM-
LObject framework. XMLObject extends the basic Zope
object model by adding:

� UID (unique ID). Each XMLObject has an ID
which identifies it among all objects in a ZODB.

� SID (synchronization ID). Each XMLObject has
an ID which identifies the synchronization instance
which allows to implement data synchronization
with another site.



� RID (remote ID). Each XMLObject has an ID
which defines a mapping between local IDs and re-
mote IDs according to the SyncML specification.

� Activities. Each XMLObject has a queue of activ-
ities which allows to autonomously trigger method
invocations at predefined time. Activity is inspired
by the Actalk8 model.

� Object Message Bus. Each XMLObject can dy-
namically extend the semantics of its methods in
order to add pre and post conditions to implement
complex interactions9.

� XML Interface. Each XMLObject can be created,
exported or updated from/to an XML file.

4 The ERP5 Theoretical Model

ERP5 defines an abstract model of business manage-
ment. Thanks to a clean abstraction layer, new or spe-
cialized business modules can be implemented in a con-
sistent way. This abstract business model can both be
used to represent internal management activities as well
as commercial and management activities across a group
of companies.

The purpose of this model is not to optimize production
but rather to predict the consequences of management de-
cisions. We actually believe that advanced mathematical
optimization models do not work much better than sim-
plistic models in complex social organizations, as Robert
Johnston has explained so clearly in his PhD.

4.1 Introducing the ERP5 abstract model

The ERP5 abstract model is based on 5 classes:

� Resource: a resource describes an abstract re-
source in a business process (ex. a skill of an indi-
vidual, a currency, a raw material, a product). Re-
lations between nodes allow to define BOM as well
prototypes.

� Node: a node is a place which can receive amounts
of resources and send amounts of resources. Nodes
can relate to physical entities (ex. a workshop
which receives raw material, processes it and sends
it) or abstract entities (ex. a bank account which
can receive money). Stocks are a kind of Node.
Metanodes are nodes which contain other nodes.
A company is a metanode. A project is both a re-
source and a node.

8http://www-poleia.lip6.fr/ briot/actalk/actalk.html
9Synthèse Multimédia. Thèse de Doctorat. Jean-Paul Smets-

Solanes. 1996.

� Movements: a movement describes the movement
of an amount of resource between two nodes at a
given time and for a given duration. For example,
a movement may send raw material from a stock to
a workshop, another movement may send money
from one account to another.

� Path: a path allows to define a way for a node to
access a resource it may eventually need. Prices
and commercial profiles may be attached to a path
in order to define the default price for a given re-
source procured at a given maker. Path may also
define the way a workshop gets its resource from a
stock. Path have a start date and an end date. Path
may be used to represent the assignment of an in-
dividual to a temporary project.

� Item: an item describes a physical instance of a re-
source. A movement can be expanded into a series
of trackable movements through items. Items also
allow to define how a given amount of resources
was actually shipped (ex. parcels, serial numbers
of items in each container, etc.)

Those five classes are sufficient to represent business
ranging from chemical plants to manufacturing, trading
or services.

4.1.1 Variations in the ERP5 model

The ERP5 abstract model includes a notion of variation.
Variations are used in ERP5 to represent the possible
variations for a given resource: color, size, speed, etc.

Variations are very useful in industries such as

� computers (memory size, disk size, processor
speed)



� apparel (color and size)

� cars (color, engine, options)

Variations are used in particular to define complex re-
sources, resulting from successive transformations. Each
transformation is actually represented as a collection of
transformations. Some of which apply to all variations,
some others apply to certain variations only.

4.1.2 Transformations in the ERP5 model

Transformations are used to represent a complex re-
source built from the transformation of multiple re-
sources. Rather than following a hierarchical model,
ERP5 uses a networked model based on the chemical
transformation metaphor:

A + B �������

In order to make it easier for users to define complex sets
of transformation, transformations can be prototyped,
that is one transformation can be equivalent to another
safe a few differences (ex. transformation Y is like trans-
formation X but instead of producing resource R1 is pro-
duces resource R2 and instead of using material M1 is
uses material M2). This allows one to create new com-
plex resources by deriving existing complex resources.

Also, in order to implement choice of resource, equiva-
lence resources allow to define one resource as any re-
source among a group of resources. Equivalence re-
sources are very useful in particular to implement equiva-
lence classes of resources for procurement from multiple
sources.

Transformations in the ERP5 model are instantiated into
Causalities of actual movements between nodes. The
only causality which exists in a complex manufacturing
process is the causality resulting from the definition of
a transformation. In particular, Stocks (a kind of node)
have no causality: no one can ever say why a is stock is
bellow zero whenever multiple orders generate multiple
outbound stock movements.

4.1.3 Movements & Orders

Movements are where the actual resource planning hap-
pens. Movements may include submovements gen-
erated by business rules (ex. costing of a procure-
ment movement between a source node and stock node).
Movements may also be associated to other movements
through causalities. Because movements have a begin-
ning and an end (this is very important for example to

represent flows in a chemical process), the whole collec-
tion of movements with past dates and future dates repre-
sents the whole planning of the company.

However, movements are low level objects in ERP5.
Users are not supposed to deal with movements except
in rare cases (ex. accounting). Therefore, movements are
gathered together into deliveries. Deliveries are the docu-
ments which are used in practice to manage the company
planning.

4.1.4 Path Planning

In some companies, in particular in service companies,
people are assigned to projects at certain periods of time
(consulting) or people are sent to customers at certain pe-
riods of time (ex. TV repair center). These situations can
be represented in ERP5 by using temporary path with a
given start date and a given end date.

4.2 Nodes and Metanodes

ERP5 is both an ERP and a meta ERP. One of the most
important class in ERP5 if the node class. A node repre-
sents a place which can receive amounts of resources and
send amounts of resources.

4.2.1 Capacity

Each node has a capacity. A capacity consists in:

� a stock capacity. This capacity is defined in terms
of maximum amount of resource a node can keep.
It is defined through a set of inequations which
must be satisfied by the stock. Each equation takes
an amount of a given resource as variable and ca-
pacity parameter for that resource as parameter.

� a production capacity. This capacity is defined in
terms of a maximum or minimum amount of re-
source which the node can produce in a given pe-
riod of time. It is also defined through a set of in-
equations.

For example, a typical node can

� store at most 1 resource with a max. quantity MS

� produce at most 1 resource with a max. production
MP for each period of time

Planning at the node level requires to take into consider-
ations movements which arrive or depart from that node



� a movement which arrives to a node increases the
level of stock

� a movement which departs from a node decreases
the level of stock

� a movement which departs from a node and goes
nowhere represents a consumption of resource

� a movement which departs from nowhere and goes
to a node represents a production of resource

Calculating the stock level of a node requires to look at
the history of movements, add inbound amounts and sub-
stract outbound amounts.

4.2.2 Metanodes: Aggregation of nodes

A metanode is an aggregation of nodes. For example,
a company ACME may include two workers: M. White
and M. Black. Planning at the level of ACME requires to
know the aggregated capacity of M. White and M. Black.

We suppose M. White can do consulting (C) or develop-
ment (D) with a maximum total production capacity of 1
day per day (ie. a 100% productivity level). We suppose
M. Black can do consulting (C) or accounting (A) with a
maximum total production capacity of 1 day per day.

This can be represented with the following equations.

For M. White:

� � � � �����
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(1)

For M. Black:
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(2)

Now, what is the capacity of ACME ? It can be computed
as a set of inequations.
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(3)

This set of inequations represents the production capacity
of ACME.

Similar approaches can be achieved for stock capacity.

In terms of movements, metanodes can reveive inbound
movements and send outbound movements just as nodes
can do. This is mostly useful in order to implement plan-
ning at the meta-level, without caring of planning details
at the node level. The actual planning in the company will
then require changing the source and the destination of
movements from a metanode level to a lower level when-
ever more detailed planning is required.

Metanodes have special aggregation rules for movements
besides the usual node behavior:

� aggregated movements of a metanode consist in
all movements which are bound to or from a node
which is not contained in the metanode or, recur-
sively, in the metanode’s metanodes.

� in particular, this includes aggregated production
and consumption since ”nowhere” is never consid-
ered to belong to a metanode.

Aggregated movements and productions allow to check
whether a given plan is compatible with the aggregated
capacity of a node.

4.3 UML Model

A summary of the above model is summarized bellow
using the UML formalism.

4.4 Simulating the future

Thanks to the ERP5 abstract model, it is possible to sim-
ulate the future of a company: orders, bills, shipments,
cash etc. The simulation process in ERP5 is handled by
business rules which transform a movement into another
movement and generate deliveries of movements which
are again transformed into new movements, etc.

For example, if a delivery of goods is created with a
source on a node which has production capabilities, then



a manufacturing rule should be applied in order to gener-
ate all necessary movements:

� production movements
� consumption movements
� eventually, delivery movements

All generated movements are then put together into a
causality which relates to the transformation.

Another example is a delivery of goods. A delivery of
goods should generate an invoice movement depending
on the commercial conditions for that custommer and that
good.

Another example is an invoice movement. Each invoice
movement should generate a future payment movement
depending on the commercial conditions.

Another example is the cost evaluation of a delivery.
Each delivery between nodes should generate a move-
ment in order to represent the cost of having people paid
to move objects across the workshop.

Another example is the salary rule. Without any move-
ment, any person who is assigned to one of the organiza-
tions of a company should create each month a movement
(its salary). From this movement, a set of rules should be
applied in order to generate movements such as:

� bonus
� social insurances
� taxes

From the above numerous examples, we can synthesize
generic concepts:

� movements are related each other by causalities
� causalities are related to a rule.

Manufacturing is just a special kind of rule

There seems to be an origin to causality : one movement
generates other movements. Said in other words, causal-
ity does not seem to symmetric. This is slightly different
with the more general symmetrical model which was first
introduced for causalities. Since causality trees are much
easier to implement than causality graphs and since it
seems that most causalities can be represented with trees
instead of graphs, it has been a design choice in ERP5 to
implement causalities with trees.

Said in other words, production planning in most compa-
nies usually combines

� pull approaches where orders are the cause of build
orders (ex. just in time, zero stock management)

� push approaches where inbound shipments are the
cause of build orders (ex. food industry)

4.5 Profiles

The whole simulation process sometimes need to use pre-
defined values in order to create new movements. Such
values may include price, discount, payment options, etc.
The comprehensive set of such values is called in ERP5
a Profile object. Profile objects can be attached to Re-
sources, Nodes, Path or even Orders. Profile parameters
are aggregated through a dynamic acquisition path de-
fined by business rules.

5 The ERP5 Content Model

The ERP5 implementation is based on the ERP5 abstract
model but does not follow the ERP5 abstract model from
a user interface point of view. A real ERP5 system is
actually a document database which contains a collection
of folders, each of which implements a business module.

Each folder contains self-contained documentation and
eventually subfolders. The ERP5 experience is based on
the metaphor a big file with many sheets of paper, each
of which contain all the necessary information to describe
some kind of business transaction or management docu-
ment.

Documents are stored as simple objects, that is an object
with a few attributes. Objects may act as containers in or-
der to hold other simple objects. A group of objects can
be exported and imported from a folder as a collection of
XML documents thanks to the XMLObject framework.
Each XML document represents a root object in a root
folder with all its contained subobjects as well as all ob-
jects which may relate to it.

We shall describe bellow the relation between the content
management model of ERP5 and its abstract model. The
classes involved in the abstract model will be listed in
each section in a paragraph called ”Involves”.

5.1 People

Involves: Node, Amount, Delivery, Profile

The People folder centralizes information on people. It
is implemented as an extension of the Members folder of
the Zope Content Management Framework. Thus, it may
contain personal files, documents, etc.



Information stored for each People includes:

� name, identity

� contact information

� assets such as skills (collection of Amount)

� expenses (collection of Delivery)

� salary sheets (collection of Delivery)

� personal activity and agenda (collection of Deliv-
ery)

� custommer conditions (Profile)

� sales conditions (Profile) + third party conditions
(Profile) + work contract and conditions (Profile)

� self capacity

Additionally, reports can be generated and show

� assignments (collection of Path)

As always in ERP5, movements belonging to the simu-
lation process are stored outside deliveries as references.
Other movements are stored within deliveries.

5.2 Organizations (Node & Metanode)

Involves: MetaNode, Amount, Delivery, Profile

The Organization folder centralizes information on Orga-
nizations. It is very similar to the People folder.

Minor differences include:

� assets which can include tangible resources

� stock capacities

All organizations are implemented as MetaNodes. Cre-
ating an organization requires to define its position in the
global classification of ERP5 (see bellow). This is re-
quired because people are always assigned to an organi-
zation, and assignment requires to point to a leaf of the
global classification.

In addition to the kind of information managed in the
People folder, the following reports may be generated:

� sourcing ie. buying conditions defined in a sourc-
ing partnership (collection of Path)

� referencing ie. sales conditions defined in a refer-
encing partnership (collection of Path)

� people working for this organization as defined in
an assignment partnership (collection of Path)

� current orders (collection of Delivery)

� global capacity (calculated from subnodes)

Organizations may hold a business profile (optional) and
a custommer profile (optional). If no business profile
is available, rules are used to find an appropriate profile
from a generic Partnership instance (see Partnership bel-
low).

5.3 Orders

Involves: Order, Movement, Delivery, Profile

The Order folder centralizes all information on orders.
Orders are represented as a Delivery object, that is as a
collection of Movement objects. Movements of an order
belong to the order workflow, not to the simulation work-
flow.

Once an order is created and once that order has been
accepted, a copy of that order is generated as a Delivery
object in order to create Movement objects in the simu-
lation workflow. This Delivery object may eventually be
split or grouped later.

An order object includes references to Delivery objects
which represent shipments of goods or provision of ser-
vices.

Orders may also include a Profile object in order to define
specific contract parameters for that order (ex. who is the
actual ordering person, who should receive the shipment
etc.). This Profile object will be used to determine all
pricing parameters for that order, payment parameters,
etc.

5.4 Resources

Involves: Resource, MetaResource

The Resource folder centralizes all information on the
description of resources and metaresources involved in
a business process. A metaresource can be for example:
assembly time, money, raw material, etc. A resource can
be for example: screw 755, Screw Insertion, EURO cur-
rency, etc.

Resources are simply descriptions of a product or of a
service. Information on resources includes:



� name, identity

� description

� picture

� unit

� variants keys (ex. color, size, etc.) and types (op-
tion or linear)

� default Profile object (which includes base price,
variant price, price for quantities, fiscal conditions,
etc.)

5.5 Machines

Involves: Node

The Machine folder centralizes the information on ma-
chines. It is equivalent to the People folder, yet simpler.

5.6 Items

Involves: Item, Container

The Item folder centralizes tracking information on
items. Items represent the real objects of the real world
which are shipped and transformed.

Information of an Item object include:

� a serial number (ex. of a computer)

� a name (ex. of a cow)

Reports which can be generated for an Item include:

� all transformations applied to that Item (ex. repair)

� all tracking information on that Item (ex. which
cow does this sirloin come from ?)

� all shipment information (ex. when was this item
shipped and to who)

Items may either be elementary items or containers. Con-
tainers are described as a collection of references to
items.

5.7 Invoices

Involves: Invoice, Delivery

The Invoice folder centralizes all information on in-
voices.

An invoice is implemented in a way very similar to an or-
der. It can be delivered. I contains references to Delivery
objects which represent shipment of goods and payment.

However, Movement objects in an Invoice object belong
to the simulation workflow. Such movement objects are
implemented as references.

5.8 Activities

Involves: Delivery

The Activity folder centralizes all information on the pro-
duction and consumption of resources. Activities are im-
plemented as Delivery objects, ie. a collection of Move-
ment objects. Movements belong to the simulation work-
flow.

5.9 Designs

Involves: Transformation

The Design folder centralizes all models which can be
manufactured.

Designs are implemented as a set of Transformation Ob-
jects collected in a single document. Transformation can
be of two types

� explicit transformations which define all Amount
members in a transformation

� inherited transformations which are based on a
transformation defined in another Design docu-
ment and which is slightly adapted.

5.10 Transactions

Involves: Delivery

The Transaction folder centralizes all accounting infor-
mation. Transactions are Delivery objects which Move-
ments objects belong to the simulation workflow and
which move money resources form one account to an-
other.



For example, payment of an Invoice is represented as a
Transaction.

The Transaction folder is equivalent to a general account-
ing ledger.

5.11 Build Orders

Involves: Delivery

The Build Orders folder centralizes the production plan-
ning documents. Build Orders are a special case of Or-
ders. Build Orders are separated from orders for conve-
nience only.

5.12 Partnerships

Involves: Path, Profile

The Partnership folders centralizes contractual and orga-
nizational information.

A Partnership is defined as:

� a collection of Path objects

� a collection of Profile objects

� a collection of relations between Path objects and
Profile objects which define commercial condi-
tions for that partnership

Partnerships allow to define:

� default sales conditions by using metaresources

� sales conditions for a group of clients

� complex manufacturing processes which involve
multiple companies and specific commercial con-
ditions

� people assignments in a corporation

� product referencing by a large client

� sourcing of products in a company

5.13 Accounts

Involves: Node, Metanode

The Account folder centralizes account hierarchies. Ac-
counts are implemented as Node and Metanode objects.

A root account is attached to an organization metanode.
Multiple accounts allow to do accounting for multiple
organizations. The ERP5 Metanode structure allows to
consolidate accounts automatically.

5.14 Delivery

Involves: Delivery

The Delivery folder centralizes all information on deliv-
eries of goods and services, either internally or to cus-
tomers. Movements of Delivery objects belong to the
simulation workflow.

5.15 Simulation

Involves: Movement, ApplicationRule, Tracking

The Simulation folder centralizes all the simulation infor-
mation. It contains Movements objects. Movements are
implemented as folders which contain causalities which
contain movements etc. This allows to represent the
rule-based movement generation process in a very sim-
ple manner. As explained above, it is a design choice to
use trees rather than graphs for causalities. Causalities
are implemented as ApplicationRule.

Each causality or each movement may also contain track-
ing information in order to know which item was made
from which other item. Acquisition is used to find the
applicable profile for a given Movement.

5.16 Rules

Involves: Rule

The Rule folder centralizes business rule definitions and
their priority.

5.17 Categories

Involves: MetaNode, MetaResource

The Category folder allows to define a global classifica-
tion of all documents. The category folder allows to de-
fine of collection of independent categories.

Static categories are defined using keywords such as:

� country/europe/france

� custommer/retail/channel



� custommer/retail/independent

� organisation/coramygroup/coramy/sales

� organisation/coramygroup/norfatex

� organisation/coramygroup/string/production

� office/coramygroup/gravelines

� office/coramygroup/lille

� office/coramygroup/boningue

In this example, the categories are country, custommer,
organisation and office. Belonging to a category is de-
fined by adjusting a list of keywords in a Subject-like
metadata field of a Document.

Dynamic categories are also defined by keywords such
as:

� sales/0-100

� sales/100-1000

� sales/1000-10000

� sales/others

Dynamic categories are implemented through simple
queries to a ZSQLCatalog of objects.

5.18 Reports

The report folder allows to define reports on a collection
of objects.

Reports are defined by providing

� a list of categories such as + country + country,
custommer, organization

� a selection function

� a statistical function (ex. sum of total price)

Reports allow to display a selection of objects through a
flat list or a hierarchical list and provide statistical values
either for the whole selection or for each branch of the
hierarchical list.

Conclusion

ERP5 will be in production at Coramy by the end of Q3
2002. People interested in contributing to its develop-
ment are welcome to participate. We recommend every-
one to read the ERP5 Whitepaper first10

ERP5 is not only a set of software components, it is also
a multilingual portal on ERP and a new abstract model of
corporate management. We hope ERP5 will contribute in
better understanding the foundation of ERP both from a
computer science point of view and from a social science
point of view.
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